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Mills Multisock Cable Grip
6-10mm
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Short Description

The Mills Multisock is 3 way cable grip adaptor for simultaneously pulling multiples of 3 microducts or
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cables with diameter of  6-10mm.

The multi sock cable grip is  800mm long with 3 cable grips, 200m in length, securely crimped and
staggered along the length. It has an M12 female thread for connection to 9mm or 11mm cobras, and a
M12 male thread at the other end of the adaptor which allows further Mills Multisock cable grips to be
added, allowing multiples of 3 cables or microducts to be pulled at the same time, e.g.  3,6,9 12 cable or
microducts simultaneously.

The Mills Multisock is ideal for pulling microducts from 6-10mm as well as the majority of 6-10mm fibre
cable including ULW and SST Slippery Fish.

Description

The Mills Multisock is 3 way cable grip adaptor for simultaneously pulling multiples of 3 microducts or
cables with diameter of  6-10mm.

The multi sock cable grip is  800mm long with 3 cable grips, 200m in length, securely crimped and
staggered along the length. It has an M12 female thread for connection to 9mm or 11mm cobras, and a
M12 male thread at the other end of the adaptor which allows further Mills Multisock cable grips to be
added, allowing multiples of 3 cables or microducts to be pulled at the same time, e.g.  3,6,9 12 cable or
microducts simultaneously.

The Mills Multisock is ideal for pulling microducts from 6-10mm as well as the majority of 6-10mm fibre
cable including ULW and SST Slippery Fish.
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